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Disclaimer
The information contained in this presentation is general information only, 
is current only as at the date it is provided and has been prepared using 
information provided to carsales by third parties available at the time of 
preparation of this publication. 

carsales takes care to ensure that the material in this presentation is 
accurate and complete, however it does not warrant the accuracy or 
completeness of, or the representations made in the material or that the 
analysis or application of the data is suitable for you. You are responsible 
for assessing the accuracy of the material and suitability of this analysis 
and application of the data and rely on it at your own risk. 

To the full extent permitted by law, carsales excludes all guarantees, 
terms, conditions, warranties, undertakings or representations of any 
kind in relation to the material contained in this presentation and carsales 
excludes, to the full extent permitted by law, all liability for loss or damage 
(including indirect or consequential loss or damage) however caused which 
may be suffered or incurred or which may arise from or in connection with 
your use or reliance on the material contained in this presentation.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY INTRODUCTION

Purchasing a vehicle is one of the 
larger financial, most life-influencing 
purchases a person can make.

As a result, the journey to vehicle 
purchase is often a balancing act; 
one of necessity versus desire, of 
practicality versus budget and—
increasingly—ease-of-use versus 
environmental impact.

There is complexity at every point 
in the purchasing journey. From 
the masses of online research 
information to the sheer number 
of vehicle options, purchasing 
methods and aftersales support, 
navigating this space is becoming 
challenging for consumers.

Wading through this information 
is tough in a ‘normal’ environment, 
but with the impact of national 
COVID-19 restrictions and global 
parts shortages wreaking havoc 
on physically sourcing and viewing 
vehicles, the challenge is magnified.

The Journey to Vehicle Ownership 2021 addresses 
the following questions:

•  What triggers consumers to commence their path to vehicle purchase?

•  What sources do consumers rely on along the way?

•  What are the biggest influences and challenges at each stage?

•  How does the 2021 journey compare to the 2017 journey?

•  What role do additional services such as finance and insurance play?

•  What does the future of automotive look like to today’s car buyers?

carsales.com.au first commissioned 
independent research company 
Ipsos to delve into the Australian 
automotive buyers’ landscape in 
2013. As the role of digital touch-
points evolved, Ipsos was engaged 
to update this journey in 2017.

In 2021, with digital more integrated 
than ever, and with unprecedented 
trading conditions for businesses 
and consumers alike, carsales.com.au  
has again engaged Ipsos to refresh 
‘The Journey to Vehicle Ownership’ 
to reflect car buying in today’s 
Australian automotive landscape.

This latest research sought to 
highlight not only the behavioural 
shifts through the journey, but also 
to understand what has remained 
constant, with a view to identifying 
how industry stakeholders can 
evolve their products and/or 
services to meet the modern vehicle 
purchaser’s requirements... today, 
and into the future.*

*Further details in relation to the methodology used by our research partner, Ipsos, in conducting the 
study is set out at the Appendix on page 38.

Amid 2021’s unprecedented 
business conditions, carsales.com.au  
engaged Ipsos to revisit its ‘The 
Journey to Vehicle Ownership’ 
studies from 2013 and 2017. The 
aim of this report is to track the 
evolving habits of Australian 
car buyers over time, and how 
the future vehicle research and 
purchase journey might look. 

The latest research shows the four 
distinct journey stages (Landscape, 
Validate, Select and Ownership) 
remain constant from 2017, however 
the way consumers interact within 
these stages has substantially 
changed. It’s apparent that auto’s 
digital shift has accelerated further 
through the COVID-19 pandemic.

The median journey time has grown 
appreciably, from 2.7 months in 
2017 to 7 months in 2021. Each 
stage has increased in duration.

The digital age has given buyers 
more access to information, 
with social media increasingly 
prominent. Consumers are 
therefore spending more time 
online to inform themselves. 
Lockdowns in high-population 
areas, as well as supply shortages 
reducing available stock, have also 
contributed to a significant increase 
in time spent over the entire 
purchasing journey.

A sharp decline in dealer experience 
satisfaction indicates that better-
informed buyers demand more 
from these key interactions. Dealers 
need to be transparent, authentic 
and timely in their interactions to 
service the modern consumer.

Consumers are demanding less 
complex, more complete purchase 
experiences. Access to auxiliary 
services, such as finance and 
insurance options, are sought 
earlier in the journey. A move to 
online transactions, especially for 
new vehicle purchasers, would 
improve the experience.

The ease of creating an online 
presence has led to the emergence 
of online automotive enthusiasts 
that can shape consumers’ decision-
making at a large scale. Positive 
engagement with such opinion-
shapers should form part of a 
brand’s core marketing strategy 
going forward.

Electric Vehicles (EV) are generally 
accepted as the future with a 
significant uptick in consumer 
openness to EVs, but there remains 
a large knowledge gap. Lack of 
infrastructure, transparency over 
true costs and lack of knowledge of 
government policy are key barriers 
to further uptake.
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THE JOURNEY 
MODEL 2021 

The pre-trigger period is the lead-up  
time before a decision to purchase a 
vehicle is made by the consumer.

This lead-up could take months or 
even years for some; for others this 
process is near-immediate, especially 
when faced with an unplanned life 
change or adverse event, such as an 
accident, breakdown or change of 
employment status.

The trigger that initiates the 
consumer’s purchase journey 
influences both the journey’s length 
and the amount of anticipation—
or frustration—the consumer 
encounters throughout each 
journey stage.

Fortunately, the single largest 
trigger to drive a new vehicle 
purchase is the desire for change.

Back in 2017, ‘regularly updating my 
car’ was the most prevalent trigger 
response, as indicated by 10% of 
respondents. In 2021, that desire 
has increased to 19%.

Consumers desire something newer, 
better-performing, safer, more 
efficient… or a vehicle that better 
suits their current lifestyle.

Whatever the individual’s 
circumstances, the decision to 
buy commences the consumer’s 
automotive buying journey.

Top five vehicle purchase triggers, 2021 vs 2017

As consumers move through their vehicle purchasing journey, they 
continually consider their needs and wants, and evaluate options in the 
market which best meet them. 

They may begin this journey with preconceived ideas and brand preferences, 
but due diligence is increasingly undertaken throughout the car buying 
process to ensure that the chosen vehicle meets the buyer’s criteria.

As with 2017 there is a ‘Pre-Trigger’ point that commences the buyer 
journey through the following four key stages:

1. Landscape

2. Validate

3. Select

4. Ownership

Each stage of the purchasing journey, the emotions experienced through 
each stage and the key sources consulted—people, media, and activities—
are detailed in this report.

THE JOURNEY TO 
VEHICLE OWNERSHIP

PRE-TRIGGER

2021 Triggers

2017 Triggers

Regularly update car

Regularly update car

Extra savings

Expanding family

Expanding family

Just want a new car

Avoiding public transport

Want new features/better 
performance

Come into some money recently

Need a bigger car

11%
19%

7%
7%

6%

10%
10%

9%
9%

7%
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STAGE 1 
LANDSCAPE

“I am thinking about what I need 
and what’s out there”
Median time in stage – 2 months 

As with 2017, the influence of a  
spouse or partner remains highest,  
though online resources—
particularly car review/comparison 
websites and search engines—
have gained traction as buyers 
more actively research online to 
understand what’s available in the 
current climate.

Dealership experiences, seeing 
vehicles out and about and 
socialising with family also gained 
influence in 2021.

Notably, OEM websites as a source 
of influence in the Landscape phase 
dropped out of the top six.

Key sources

Top six sources consulted at Landscape stage

Landscape is the first active stage 
on the auto purchasing journey. 
Consumers in this stage are 
initially framing their new vehicle 
requirements by gaining a general 
understanding of the car market 
and the options available. 

Buyers typically enter this stage 
with feelings of uncertainty, not 
knowing what they want and more 
importantly what is available to 
them, particularly in the face of 
supply chain disruption.

They ask themselves how they 
intend to use the vehicle and who 
will use it, and start developing 
a budgetary framework to gauge 
what they might be able to afford.

Broader searches are initially 
favoured as the consumer’s market 

awareness is developed, while also 
serving as inspiration during these 
exciting first steps.

In this stage, the consumer’s state 
of mind is generally more emotion-
driven than logical, with 22% (down 
from 24% in 2017) focused more on 
feeling than thinking (16%, down 
from 14%).

29% of respondents stated they had 
a greater need to be inspired during 
the Landscape phase, compared 
to 27%. Of more significance is the 
need to be informed, with a jump 
from 2017’s 9% to 16% in 2021.

This heightened need to be more 
informed is further demonstrated 
by the time invested in the 
Landscape stage, which has doubled 
from one month to two in 2021.

Spouse or 
partner

Car review/
comparison sites

Dealership 
experience

Seeing vehicles 
out and about

Socialising 
with family

Search 
engine

45% 43%

36%
33%

31% 29%

47%

39%

32% 31%
26% 26%

20172021
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As buyers discover more about the 
marketplace and better understand 
their vehicle needs, they begin to 
narrow down the possibilities and 
start a deeper phase of research 
focused on their shortlist.

By the time they reach the Validate 
stage, consumers are starting to tire 
of the research process, particularly 
if they are considering a wide range 
of vehicles.

These feelings have been 
exacerbated by COVID-related 
challenges, which contributed to 

the increase in time spent within 
the Validate stage to two months, 
double 2017.

The buyer’s focus shifts from 
emotion (more prevalent in the 
Landscape stage) to logic, with 21% 
focused on thinking (up 3%) and 
only 13% feeling (down 2%).

Leading with head over heart, the 
need to be inspired remains at this 
stage reduced to 17% from 24%, 
while the need to be informed is 
now equally important, up from 
2017’s 14% to 17% in 2021.

Top six sources consulted at Validate stage

STAGE 2 
VALIDATE

“I have a rough idea of what is out there 
and I’m narrowing down my choices”
Median time in stage – 2 months

One of the largest information 
source shifts in the Validate stage 
between 2017 and 2021 belonged 
to the search engine category, as 
Facebook Marketplace and other 
newcomers make an impact.

Despite severe lockdowns in key 
eastern states, the dealership 
experience grew in influence, 
suggesting that strong digital 
credentials and customer-centric 
strategies can pay off for dealers, 
regardless of market conditions. 

The purchaser’s spouse or partner 
remained highly influential, tying 
with independent car review/
comparison sites as top information 
sources at this stage, though the 
latter has dropped since 2017.

A sharp fall was experienced for 
‘seeing vehicles out and about’, a 
challenge during travel restrictions, 
while ‘automotive dealer website/
apps’ also reduced its relevance at 
this journey stage.

Key sources

Spouse or 
partner

Car review/
comparison sites

Dealership 
experience

Search 
engine

Seeing vehicles 
out and about

Automotive 
dealer site/apps

47% 47%
44%

39%
35%

31%

46%

52%

42%

31%

44%
48%

Significantly higher/lower compared to 2017 study at 95% Confidence Interval

20172021
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Top six sources consulted at Select stage

STAGE 3 
SELECT

“I have a shortlist of vehicles that I am 
evaluating/comparing to select a winner”
Median time in stage – 2 months

With a vehicle shortlist developed, 
consumers move to the Select 
phase to review the contenders in 
deeper detail.

This more specific research 
compares the contenders against 
one another as well as against 
buyer-specific criteria: which car will 
best deliver on my wants and needs 
within my budget?

As a sense of anticipation builds, 
more inspired consumers tend to 
accelerate through this phase if 
their initial preference still stacks 
up. However, the median time 
through the Select phase increased 

from 21 days in 2017 to two months 
in 2021.

Rational focus reigns in 2021 with 
28% leaning to thinking (2017: 22%) 
compared to 15% feeling (down 
from 23%), reversing the previous 
leading focus and continuing the 
trend of deeper research indicated 
in the previous stages.

Inspiration returns to the forefront 
as the final decision approaches, 
with 30% stating they have a greater 
need to be inspired at this point, up 
from 28%. Those who need to be 
informed first also grew from 21% 
to 25% in 2021.

Seeking a spouse or partner’s 
advice recorded top billing in the 
Select phase, edging out car review/
comparison websites, though both 
categories were comfortably clear 
of the dealership experience in 
third place.

The direct-dealer relationship 
increased in prominence at this 
stage, as purchasers looked harder 
at specific in-stock vehicles. This 
also highlights how important the 
customer experience is at every 
touchpoint, not just at the final stage. 

After missing the cut in 2017, 
automotive manufacturers appear 
in the top six this year with a spike 
in consumers gathering more 
specific information directly from 

the source. OEM websites have 
become more sophisticated with 
more realistic configurators and 
alternative purchase methods 
offered online.

Key sources

Spouse or 
partner

Car review/
comparison sites

Dealership 
experience

Seeing vehicles 
out and about

Automotive 
dealer site/apps

Automotive 
manufacturer 

sites

56% 54%

40%
37% 36% 35%

52%
56%

37% 39% 41%

28%

20172021
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Top six sources consulted at Ownership stage

STAGE 4 
OWNERSHIP

“I have finished researching 
and made my purchase”
Median time in stage – 1 month

The final stage, Ownership, takes 
a median time of one month to 
complete. The purchaser is relieved 
after the intensity felt in previous 
steps, and optimistic that their new 
car will fulfil their wants and needs.

Post-purchase, a large shift sees 
43% primarily focused on feeling 
(2017: 27%), with only 13% (2017: 
20%) on thinking.

The need to be inspired—in 
anticipation of their new arrival—is 
at 43%, a big jump on 2017’s 26% 
and indicative of the higher journey 
time commitment in 2021.

Meanwhile, the hard work is done, 
reducing the need to be informed to 
17% from 22%.

Essentially, the modern purchaser is 
relieved to be through the journey 
and is ready to enjoy the spoils.

The Ownership phase experienced 
the widest shifts when compared to 
2017, with declines across four of the 
six ‘most consulted’ sources in 2021.

Spouse or partner remained the 
highest-ranked, while the car 
review/comparison websites—

previously used to revalidate 
the purchase and gain deeper 
understanding of the car—fell to 
third position.

The use of dealer websites or apps 
also fell sharply, but the in-dealer 
experience only slightly declined. 

Key sources
Spouse or 

partner
Dealership 
experience

Car review/
comparison sites

Seeing vehicles 
out and about

Automotive 
dealer site/apps

Socialising 
with family

41%
36%

27% 25% 23% 23%

58%

40%
43%

24%

34%

19%

Significantly higher/lower compared to 2017 study at 95% Confidence Interval

20172021
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HESITATIONS & 
BACKTRACKING

Backtracked or paused at 
some point during their 
vehicle purchase journey:

Key hesitation reasons

With 2021’s elongated purchase journey and deeper need to be informed, 
backtracking activity increased from 46% in 2017 to 58% in 2021.

Over half of the purchasers backtracked or paused at some point along the 
journey to re-assess the market before making further progress.

One-third stopped or paused during the process, while a quarter went 
backwards; both increases over 2017.

The main reason for hesitation was uncertainty as to whether to buy a 
new or used vehicle, while budget and other financial changes were also 
prevalent. The global automotive supply shortage contributed as some 
struggled to source their desired vehicle in stock, or at the right price.

33%

25%

Stopped or paused

Went backwards, 
started over or  
re-evaluated

58% 21%

19%

19%

19%

18% 

18% 

18%

17% 

14%

‘I wasn’t sure if I needed a new or used vehicle’

‘My budget changed during the process’

‘Stock or supply issues for the vehicle I wanted’

‘I couldn’t find a vehicle I liked’

‘Changed financial situation or needed to  
re-adjust for cost considerations’

‘Couldn’t find the specific make or model I 
wanted at the right price’

‘Review or comparison changed my mind’

I needed a different size car than what I  
initially thought

New model announced

(46%)

(25%)

Backtracking was 
significantly lower 
amongst those 46yo+

53% 

Significantly higher/lower compared to 2017 study at 95% Confidence Interval

(2017 % figure)
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Validate Select Ownership

INTERACTION WITH 
CARSALES.COM.AU 
THROUGHOUT  
THE JOURNEY

carsales.com.au remains a 
significant influence on Australian 
new and used car buyers being the 
leading media source of information 
across all stages of the Journey to 
Vehicle Ownership.

At the Landscape stage,  
carsales.com.au is considered the 
‘go-to’ to gain an overview of the 
vehicle marketplace, with 45% of 
buyers using the carsales site and 
app in this phase.

Moving to the Validate stage, 
carsales is again the leading 
online information source, seen 
as ‘highly useful’ in sourcing and 

Of those that enquired on 
a vehicle through carsales, 
53% used a smartphone, 
34% a laptop, and 20% a 
desktop computer. 

comparing relevant information to 
derive a shortlist. Over half of the 
respondents (56%) used carsales at 
this journey stage.

When it comes to the Select 
phase, usage increases to 58% as 
purchasers use carsales comparison 
tools to obtain pricing information 
that will assist in the dealer 
negotiation process.

Once the vehicle purchase has been 
finalised, 35% of buyers return to 
carsales for further information, 
with many returning to sell higher-
value used cars. 

best competitor
carsales

The Journey to Vehicle Ownership 2021   19

When compared to the broader 
automotive landscape,  
carsales.com.au is the leading site 
for those on the auto buyer journey, 
with leadership in influencing 
and relevance across Landscape, 
Validate and Select phases. 

In the Ownership stage, carsales 
remains highly influential and 
relevant against the competitor set, 
though consumers become more 
aware of insurance websites and 
state automobile clubs at this point.

When compared to the closest 
automotive classifieds competitor, 
carsales leads in every metric 

(Awareness, Usage, Relevance and 
Importance) across every stage of 
the buyer journey.

Of note is the importance 
consumers place on carsales as 
a research and information tool. 
At each journey stage, carsales 
is considered ‘most important’ 
and has a significant lead over its 
nearest classifieds competitor in 
these metrics.

This leadership position has 
been maintained since Ipsos first 
delivered its Journey to Vehicle 
Ownership research in 2013.

CARSALES REMAINS HIGHLY 
RELEVANT AND INFLUENTIAL AT 
EACH JOURNEY STAGE

Enquiry channels with carsales

Key enquiry reasons

Influence and relevance of 
carsales vs competitors – 2021

81%

38%

30%

Wanted more information about the vehicle

Wanted to see if it was still available

Wanted to negotiate a price

53%

34%

20%

Smartphone Laptop Desktop 
computer



2017 VS 2021 
COMPARISON

The first Journey to Vehicle Ownership in 2013 indicated five distinct stages 
that consumers experienced on their path to purchasing their next vehicle, 
with the median journey sitting at 4.3 months.

In 2017, the journey stages were compressed as the original ‘Compare’ and 
‘The Deal’ phases were combined into the ‘Select’ stage. The overall journey 
time significantly shortened to 2.7 months. The Ownership phase duration 
was statistically insignificant.

For 2021, the Journey to Vehicle Ownership retains the four stages seen in 
2017: Landscape, Validate, Select and Ownership.

For this iteration, recording the journey time through to Ownership was 
important due to the extended duration witnessed from deciding on a car 
to finalising the transaction.

Overall, the journey time has stretched to seven months.

• Both Landscape and Validate stages grew from one month in 2017 to 
two months in 2021;

• Select grew to two months against 21 days;

• And the Ownership stage took another month to move through in 2021.

When assessing consumer mindset through the journey, the 2021 research 
shows a similar cadence to 2017 as seen in the chart below. The 2021 
group started the journey slightly skewed towards positive, continued this 
sentiment through the Validate stage and then continued to experience 
greater positivity through to Ownership. 

In contrast the 2017 sample commenced positively before taking a dip 
towards confusion by the Landscape stage’s conclusion, then sharply 
ramping towards higher confidence as the purchase decision was made.

As previously outlined, the lengthened 2021 consumer journey was further 
impacted by a greater percentage of people backtracking; 58% against 46% 
in 2017.

The 2017 purchase journey The 2021 purchase journey

DREAD CONFUSION LOST UNCERTAINTY    POWERLESS DISAPPOINTED

ANTICIPATION CLARITY INFORMED CONFIDENCE     EMPOWERED RELIEVED

MINDSET
SCALE

PRE-TRIGGER LANDSCAPE VALIDATE SELECT OWNERSHIP

Vehicle 
purchase 
decided

Vehicle
model
chosen

7 months

Exact 
vehicle
found

Shortlist
defined

Parameters
set

(COMPARE & DEAL)

DREAD CONFUSION LOST UNCERTAINTY DISAPPOINTED

ANTICIPATION CLARITY INFORMED CONFIDENCE RELIEVED

PRE-TRIGGER LANDSCAPE VALIDATE SELECT OWNERSHIP

Vehicle 
purchase 
decided

Vehicle
model
chosen

2.7 months

Exact 
vehicle
found

Shortlist
defined

Parameters
set

MINDSET
SCALE
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THE AUTOMOTIVE 
ENTHUSIAST IMPACT

The Journey to Vehicle Ownership 
for 2021 saw increasing influence 
from those who identified as 
automotive enthusiasts.

For this research, an automotive 
enthusiast is defined as a 
‘respondent who regularly helps 
others with their vehicle purchase’.

People who identified themselves 
in this category jumped from 26% 
in 2017 to 40% in 2021, though the 
average number of people they each 
helped declined from 2.6 to 2.1.

Automotive enthusiasts index far 
higher than non-enthusiasts in 

automotive knowledge, interest and 
confidence throughout the buyer 
journey. They use a range of tools 
to grow their expertise further and 
are active on automotive streaming 
video sites, web forums, blogs and 
discussion groups.

This group is more likely to use car 
history and roadworthy reports as 
part of the buying journey.

These enthusiasts primarily assist 
others by talking to them about 
vehicles, posting dealer feedback 
online and conducting searches on 
someone’s behalf.

THE ROLE OF FINANCE 
& INSURANCE

The latest auto buyer journey indicates that finance and insurance are 
considered early in the journey—earlier in 2021 than in 2017.

For younger buyers that generally experience higher premiums, the 
research indicates that insurance could become even more of an influence 
on vehicle choice in future.

Organising finance and insurance tends to happen across four steps:

Establish 
consideration set 
driven by:

• Prior positive 
experience

• Recommendation 
from friends/family

• Brand reputation

Experienced car 
buyers tend to assume 
quotes are not final 
and will optimise for 
best price

Obtain quotes:

• Most use phone or 
provider websites

• Low appeal of 
aggregator sites 
(too broad)

• More quotes 
compared by lower 
income buyers  
(time v value balance)

Driven by:

• Cheapest quote

• Positive prior 
experience

• Existing insurance 
policies

• Flexible loan terms

BUDGET
While 93% of surveyed owners had a budget in mind, only 72% of intenders 
had a set when they commenced their purchase journey. 

The median budget in 2021 rose to $45,000 from 2017’s $38,000, and 41% 
said their budget had increased through the journey if they felt they were 
receiving a good deal.

The majority (61%, compared to 52% in 2017) indicated budgets were 
thought about at the Landscape stage, dropping to 22% at Validate (14% in 
2017), 9% at Select (down from 16%) and 1% at Ownership (down from 7%). 
Only 8% said budget wasn’t considered through the journey, down from 
2017’s 16%.

Talked with others about vehicles

Conducted research on behalf of others, 
using the carsales.com.au website

Provided a review of a dealership 
you purchased a vehicle from

Negotiated with a dealer on behalf of 
someone/with someone

Gone to a dealership on behalf of 
someone/with someone

Became a fan of the brand of a vehicle 
via a social networking site

31%

21%

21%

20%

19%

18%

Browse Compare Negotiate Select

How enthusiasts assist
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There has been a significant shift in the percentage of car buyers needing 
to finance their next vehicle purchase. In 2021, 65% of respondents 
indicated this need, compared to 44% in 2017.

The top methods of obtaining finance information included the use of an 
online finance calculator (37%, up from 21% in 2017), speaking to a non-
bank finance provider (24%) and speaking to their existing bank (20%).

Of those purchasing through finance, 43% organised through the 
dealership, an increase of 14% over 2017. Bank or broker finance was 
organised by 10%, with 5% refinancing their mortgage to purchase. Loans 
via a family member and novated leasing also factored.

INSURANCE
The latest data shows that buyers are now thinking about insurance earlier 
in the purchase journey with 41% indicating the Landscape stage as their 
insurance starting point, up from 28% in 2017.

A 26% tally in Validate (compared to 17% previously) further indicates this 
earlier shift, as considering insurance at Select dropped from 17% to 12%, 
and at Ownership from 7% to 3%. 19% said they hadn’t thought about it, 
down from 30% in the previous research. 

One in 10 owners either took up or would consider insurance purchased 
through the dealership, however the majority (57%) of owners extended 
their current insurance for the new purchase. Only 12% switched to a new 
(non-dealer) insurance provider.

Consumers are looking for better annual premiums, brands they can trust, 
better coverage and lower monthly repayments.

Interestingly, planning for insurance affected the purchase decision for 39% 
of respondents, with 76% of those stating the insurance offer impacted 
their choice of vehicle.

FINANCE

When are budgets thought about?

When is insurance thought about?

Need and take up of vehicle financing

Owners Intenders

Landscape Validate Select Ownership Haven’t thought 
about it

41%

26%

12%

3%

19%

(28%)

(17%)

Landscape Validate Select Ownership Haven’t thought 
about it

61%

22%

9%
1%

8%

(52%)

(14%)

(16%) (16%)

(30%)

Yes, needed 
financing

No, didn’t 
need financing

Yes, will need 
financing

No, won’t 
need financing

Not sure

65%

35%

50%

31%
19%

(44%)
(38%)

(43%)(56%)

Significantly higher/lower compared to 2017 study at 95% Confidence Interval

(2017 % figure)

Significantly higher/lower compared to 2017 study at 95% Confidence Interval

(2017 % figure)
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THE DEALERSHIP 
EXPERIENCE 

While the COVID-19 pandemic enforced key eastern state dealer showroom 
closures in 2020 and 2021, the need for a hands-on vehicle experience 
remains vital for car buyers.

As we’ve seen, the gathering of information is now primarily done online, 
as it’s accessible, easy to validate across multiple online sources, gives bias-
free customer feedback and is free of the purchasing pressure and/or poor 
service some buyers receive at a physical dealership. However, dealerships 
are still considered a pivotal part of the experience, as the physical view 
and test drive confirm (or counter) the purchaser’s research to date.

Nonetheless there have been changes. At 1.6 visits excluding pickup, the 
average number of dealership visits has dropped from 1.8 in 2017. Similarly, 
the number of average test drives taken fell from 2.2 in 2017 to 2.0 in 2021.

“No matter what people say on YouTube, 
how good it is, it’s still virtual. I still want to 
see it, it’s a big purchase.”

STOCK AVAILABILITY VITAL

POSITIVES AND NEGATIVES

In 2021’s supply-restricted market, stock availability is seen as the primary 
contributor to buyers’ decisions to visit a dealership. 

Trust in the vehicle’s quality, dealer attentiveness and reputation, improved 
deal/value-adds and convenient location are other key drivers.

The overall rating of the dealership 
experience has seen a sharp decline 
of 25% since 2017, with just over 
one in four customers (28%) who 
felt their overall experience was 
excellent or very good.

Females indicated a lower instance 
(60%) of positive experiences than 
males, and a higher instance (19%) 
of negative experiences. 

The two primary positives—clean 
and tidy dealership presentation 
and attentive, friendly staff—were 
the same in 2021 as in 2017, though 
the percentages dropped from 55% 
and 54% respectively (in 2017) to 
49% and 47% in 2021.

Being allowed to view and/or test 
drive the correct model continued 
to be important, ranking at 43% 
(down from 46%).

While positive experiences 
remained relatively consistent, the 
negative experiences of 2017 and 
2021 changed markedly.

Having pressure applied to sign that 
day was the number one negative 
this year, at 35% (2017: 28%), 
however lack of communication 
rated number two at 33%, after not 
charting previously.

The customer service waiting time 
was another key bugbear, equalling 
an unwillingness to negotiate at 31%.

Most popular reasons for choosing 
a specific dealership

They had the model in stock

Trust in quality of vehicle

Contact at dealership 
was attentive/helpful

Dealer reputation

Better deal/
better value for money

Lower price

31%

26%

23%

22%

21%

20%
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Negative experience at a dealership

Positive experience at a dealership

49%

47%

43%

40%

36%

31%

30%

29%

35%

33%

31%

31%

25% 

23%

23%

23%

Was clean and tidy

Staff were attentive and friendly

Allowed to view/test drive correct model

Staff were informative, and gave relevant advice

Had the model that I wanted to see

Staff respected I wasn’t ready to buy that day

Didn’t push their financing option

The vehicle was well presented on collection  
e.g. clean, a bow, etc.

Applied pressure to sign that day

Lack of communication

The wait time was long/no one looked after us

Staff were unwilling to negotiate

Couldn’t confirm availability for the exact model/colour I 
wanted

Wasn’t interested in what was suitable for me

Didn’t have the advertised vehicles in stock

Couldn’t confirm a price/quote
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12% 
Not sure

15% 
No

28% 
Yes, both new & used

9%  
Yes, used only

37% 
Yes, new only

ONLINE PURCHASE 
APPEAL 

Openness to the concept of purchasing a vehicle entirely online has 
significantly increased since the last Journey to Vehicle Ownership research 
was published in 2017. In 2021, 73% of respondents stated they see a 
future for this transaction method. This is up from 57% in 2017.

Only 12% remained unsure, a fall from 2017’s 20%, while those saying they 
couldn’t see online purchasing in future sat at 15%, down from 23%. This 
increased to 25% when asked of the 56-65-year-old demographic.

When looking at the vehicle type to be sold online, 37% said ‘for new cars 
only’; 28% could see it for new and used, and only 9% solely for used cars.

Is there a future where vehicles can be purchased 
entirely online? Of those who were unsure, the need to visually and physically experience 

the vehicle were key barriers, indicating demand for pre-purchase test 
drive options.

The possibility to negotiate in-person and the price of a car were also 
important considerations.

“Because you need to test drive a car and 
visually check it over for dents/faults etc. Plus, 
I’m a taller person and don’t fit in certain cars. 
I wouldn’t be able to tell that if I didn’t see it in 
person first.” 

— Female, 46–55yo

“It’s a huge decision and so much investment 
which cannot be just returned back just like 
clothing you get from a store for change of mind.”

— Male, 36–45yo

73% YES
(57%)

(26%)

Males more likely to 
say ‘Yes, new only’  
vs 26% female

45% 

Significantly higher/lower compared to 2017 study at 95% Confidence Interval

(2017 % figure)
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Buyers appear more confident researching online in the early stages, with 
uncertainty levels increasing as the purchase decision is made.

When deciding on the one and proceeding to buy, 59% of new vehicle and 
50% of used vehicle buyers were confident to do so online, representing 
significant increases over 2017 (at 41% and 32%, respectively).

By the online deposit stage, confidence reduced to 53% new and 41% used 
(2017: 42% and 32% respectively).

At the time of full payment, those figures sat at 43% new—a 10% erosion—
while used stayed at 41% (2017: 39% and 30% respectively).

ONLINE CONSUMER 
CONFIDENCE LEVELS

Confidence in buying new vs used vehicle online

Used vehicleNew vehicle

Comparing and evaluating cars 
on my shortlist

Paying for the entire vehicle online

65%

54%
63%

54%

63%
53%

59%
50%

53%
41%

52%
45%

43%
41%

Determining what I need and 
what I should consider

Narrowing down my choices

Deciding on the one and 
proceeding to buy

Putting down a deposit for the 
vehicle online

Choosing the vehicle you want 
to purchase online
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ELECTRIC VEHICLE 
APPEAL 

“I think first thing is to make the vehicles 
cheaper options than normal fuel, then a 
cheaper battery replacement and more 
recharging stalls in public.”

“If my petrol car needs fuel, I stop by a Shell 
station, 5 minutes later I’m back on the road. 
With this one, what do I do? Do I pull over and 
change the battery, or stay there for hours 
until it’s recharged? It’s not practical.”

With a noticeable uplift in new Electric Vehicle (EV) and hybrid vehicle 
options—and the media surrounding the topic—it is no surprise that 61% of 
respondents claim familiarity with EVs in 2021, up from 50% in 2017.

Despite the increased awareness, it is evident that a large gap between 
intent and purchase remains. 

While 72% intended to buy a petrol vehicle, 75% purchased. For EVs, 18% 
intended and only 2% purchased; for hybrids there was 30% intended and 
5% purchased.

Looking to the future, the likelihood of purchasing an EV has risen 
significantly, from 26% in 2017 to 42% in 2021; those who said they’d be 
unlikely to purchase an EV dropped from 42% in 2017 to 31% in 2021.

Of those stating they were unlikely to purchase, key reasons included a 
lack of range, high purchase and battery replacement expense and lack 
of infrastructure. The fast-paced technical evolution of EVs is causing a 
hesitancy to buy.

Barriers to electric vehicle purchasing
Familiarity & likelihood to purchase EVs in the future

51%

41%

41%

35% 

32%

26%

21% 

14% 

12%

Currently expensive car price

Lack of public vehicle charging facilities

Concerns around battery life and replacement

Reliability around kilometres it can go after 
charging

Lack of vehicle charging facilities at work

Less car size & category options available for EV

No garage with charge point (e.g. off-street 
parking)

Strange noiseless cabin against grunt of 
powerful engine

Lack of clarity around insurance for electric 
vehicles

Significantly higher/lower compared to 2017 study at 95% Confidence Interval

(2017 % figure)

(50%) (26%)

61% 
YES

42% 
LIKELY

Familiar Likelihood of purchase
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HYBRID VEHICLE 
APPEAL 

CAR & RIDE 
SHARING APPEAL 

Familiarity with hybrid vehicles (of all types) also increased with 66% now 
considering themselves familiar (2017: 55%).

42% of respondents stated they would likely purchase a hybrid (2017: 30%) 
while 25% said purchase was unlikely (2017: 36%).

Respondents felt that individual car ownership would decline over time, 
however the reliance on human drivers (via car and ride sharing) rather 
than autonomous was likely to remain in future.

Car sharing was expected to increase in the next five years—particularly 
in cities—with key perceived benefits including reduced carbon emissions, 
less traffic congestion and better parking access.

Perceived car sharing drawbacks included logistical challenges in suburban 
and regional areas, car availability for longer periods or shorter notice 
requirements. An inability to personalise or connect with the vehicle was 
also noted.

“Technology is infinitely expanding quick and 
I’d rather wait for technology to get better.”

“We shouldn’t be relying on cars in the inner 
city. It should be dissuaded, there should be 
penalties for driving like in London.”

“They are not in my price range or have the 
towing capability I require.”

“You could be having a laugh with colleagues 
on your way to work.”

Key reasons for those unlikely to purchase a hybrid included expense, lack 
of towing ability, lack of electric range and a preference to wait for full EVs 
to develop.

COVID-related hygiene factors have created concern around ride sharing. 
However, this barrier is expected to reduce post-pandemic, increasing 
appeal further.

Perceived ride-share benefits included the door-to-door transport 
advantage over public transport, cost effectiveness and the ability to 
connect with others. Perceived drawbacks included safety around riding 
with strangers (especially for women and children), the pressure to 
interact, and the expense if not car-pooling.
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APPENDIX
METHODOLOGY

carsales.com.au research partner Ipsos has a strong global automotive 
research heritage. 

Ipsos conducted carsales’ Journey to Vehicle Ownership studies in 2013 and 
2017 and has conducted similar Auto-Buyer studies using their proprietary 
‘Journey Pathfinder’ approach to draw out the influences, behaviours and 
mindsets of consumers. 

A mixed methodology was undertaken to map the consumer vehicle buying 
journey qualitatively, and then to validate the journey quantitatively. 

The initial qualitative stage consisted of one-on-one interview sessions, 
moderated by Ipsos, to engage consumers into telling the story of their 
purchase journey in deep detail.

With 14 in-depth interviews undertaken across Victoria, New South Wales, 
Queensland, Western Australia and the Australian Capital Territory, the 
research uncovered patterns in decision making with specific emphasis on 
the emotions, behaviour and triggers at key points in the purchase journey. 

The qualitative stage’s findings were then integrated into a survey 
deployed in the quantitative stage, to validate these patterns and purchase 
pathways. 

A total of 800 online surveys were completed across Australia, surveying 
consumers at varying stages of the purchase journey about their 
experiences as they navigated the car buying journey. 

This offered further insight into the needs, influences and milestones 
of each stage, as well as quantifying the channels, interactions and 
experiences throughout the purchasing journey.

ABOUT  
CARSALES.COM.AU

The carsales Network is Australia’s number one online destination for 
buying and selling cars, motorbikes, trucks, boats, caravans and machinery. 

Our market-leading Australian editorial and classifieds sites are augmented 
by classifieds businesses in North America, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico 
and South Korea. 

We aim to deliver superior results for all our customers and our vision is 
to make buying and selling vehicles easy and convenient for consumers, 
dealers and manufacturers alike. 

Media solutions
The carsales.com.au media team enables brands to understand, engage 
and influence relevant, active and in-market consumers across Australia’s 
#1 automotive website, as well as our suite of leading corporate, lifestyle 
and industry websites.

Our extensive online network offers advertisers the opportunity to be seen 
across 29.5 million user sessions per month.¹

Our industry-leading data, analytics and insights ensure that the right 
message is delivered to the right audience at the right time, helping you to 
maximise your marketing return.    

Dealer Development Team 
The carsales.com.au Dealer Development Team works with Australia’s 
automotive dealer network to provide solutions that help sell more cars, 
more efficiently.

Our team of industry experts work closely with our dealer partners to 
deliver more value, both on our network, and with their online advertising 
across the board.

Whether it’s selling cars, bikes, boats, trucks or caravans, our team 
is passionate about helping dealers improve their business. Through 
experience, tailored solutions, the most up-to-date technology and real-
time data, we enable our dealers to achieve a positive return on their 
advertising investment.  

1Nielsen Digital Media Ratings Monthly Data, user sessions, October 2021.
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